LARGE SEMI-PRIVATE SPACE LAYOUT, Approx. 82.50 SF, Located in Suites 117, 126, and 219

Included Furnishings (Value of Furnishings dependent upon configuration approx. $9300.00 - $9800.00)

37-38: (1) Rubbermaid Wastebasket, Medium, with Side Bin
40: (1) Steelcase Extended Corner, Curved-Front Worksurface
41: (1) Steelcase Oval Table, with Adjustable Height Legs*
42: (1) Steelcase Straight Worksurface
43: (1) Knoll ReGeneration Task Chair
44: (1) Steelcase Duo Storage, Individual Tall Storage with Leg*
45: (1) Steelcase Mobile File Pedestal with Seat Cushion
46: (1) Steelcase Tower Too, Hinged with Open Side Shelving
47: (1) Steelcase Universal Over the Case Bins with Flat Fronts
48: (1) Steelcase Fabric Covered Panel, Tackable Acoustic Skin, Orange
49: (1) Steelcase Fabric Covered Panel, Tackable Acoustic Skin, Teal
50: (1) Steelcase Markerboard Skin
51: (1) Steelcase PaperFlo Manager
52: (2) Steelcase Portrait Letter Tray
53: (1) Steelcase Slatwall Skin
54: (1) Steelcase Underline Shelf Light
55: (1) Steelcase Duo Storage, Shared Tall Storage with Leg*
67: (1) Steelcase Fabric Covered Panel, Tackable Acoustic Skin, Tan
68: (1) Steelcase Fabric Covered Panel, Tackable Acoustic Skin, Tan

*Shared with adjacent space, except end spaces have Individual Shared Tall Storage units and Oval Tables.
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